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SUMMARY
With adequate support, small-scale farmers throughout Nigeria could overturn rampant malnutri-
tion and move the country toward food security. But as the Nigerian proverb goes, 'fine words do
not produce food.'The government is pursuing a vision of economic transformation and commer-
cialization with agriculture at the centre, yet small-scale farmers are not the focus of investments.
Funding levels for agriculture and climate change adaptation are significantly lower than prom-
ises, and money is skewed toward larger scale projects and research. The support that small-
scale farmers need is straightfonarard-ranging from fertilizer to market access to climate change
adaptation strategies-and the Nigerian government must escalate investments to deliver these
vital resources.

Recommendation 1: lncrease fund for agriculture and climate change
adaptation
ln line with its commitment to the Maputo Declaration, the Nigerian government should increase
spending in the agricultural sector to at least'10 percent of the national budget. As a matter of
urgency, the government in partnership with donors should work toward boosting dedicated cli-
mate adaptation funds in the agricultural sector to match investments in other African countries.

Recommendation 2: Redirect funding to smallholder farmers

The government should redirect investments to align with the needs of smallholder farmers, es-
pecially women farmers who face additional constraints in accessing agricultural inputs and ex-
tension services. Farmers need support to ameliorate the high cost of fertilizers, machinery, water
pumps, and other resources. Farmers who access inputs through credit may achieve more eco-
nomic independence, especially when they are setting funds aside through savings groups. Ni-
gerian farmers also need weather information, market access, land tenure, and adaptation strat-
egies.

Recommendation 3: Enact policies to scale up private sector involvement

Public-private programs that have demonstrated success in enhancing food production and
providing a ready market for products should be sustained and improved to support smallholder
farmers. These programs should consider conducting a needs assessment to provide the kinds
of inputs, credit programs, and timely delivery that farmers need.



1 NIGERIAN FARMERS
NEED GOVERNMENT
SUPPORT

Smallholder farmers are the backbone of Africa's largest economy, and Nigeria is

predicted to be one of the world's 15 largest economies by 2050.1 Agriculture
makes up nearly one quarter of the country's economy, contributing more than the
manufacturing and oil sectors combined.2 The vast majority of the country's farm-
ers-over 80 percent-are smallholders3 who are positioned to overturn wide-
spread malnutrition and help the country emerge from poverty. The need for this
transformation in food security is dire, as Nigeria accounts for 15 percent of child
mortality under five worldwidea, and in the Northern part of the country starvation
has wiped out this age group entirely.s The country's economic growth needs to
focus on the potential of small-scale farmers to reverse this food crisis, because
small farms produce the majority of the world's food and are at the forefront of
addressing hunger, poverty, and climate change.6 ln Nigeria, more than 80 percent

of farmers are smallholders.T

For Nigerian farmers, critical inputs are out of reach and climate change intensifies
existing vulnerabilities. These challenges came to light in Oxfam research on

farmer perspectives in the states of Kebbi and Adamawa and on the lives of women
farmers in these states. This report highlights the results of Oxfam's farmer survey,
and the story of a woman farmer representing the additional layer of exclusion that
women face in accessing farming resources.

Criticalfarming inputs out of reach

Running a small-scale farm in Nigeria is an uphill battle against many constraints,
such as costly farm inputs; lack of information; limited access to technology, cred-
its, and markets; and land tenure problems.s Figure 1 shows the share of farmers
in Kebbi and Adamawa states that identified specific constraints, with land, credit,

and inputs such as fertilizer, seeds, and water pumps reported as the greatest con-
straints.

Access to key inputs such as land, credit, and technology can make or break a

small farm. Almost half of farmers in Kebbi and Adamawa pointed to credit as a
key constraint, while more female farmers than male farmers found technology to
be an overwhelming challenge.e

lnformation poses another barrier. ln Kebbi state, farmers reported that weather
forecasting during a rain shortfall in2015 could have avoided major harvest losses.

After flooding hit Adamawa, farmers complained that government media messages
directing communities to simply move away from flooded areas should have also
presented options for farmers.l0 Farmers are left WIth a technical information gap
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when there is a disconnect with extension agents, caused by differences in social
status, poor communication and underuse of media, and lack of interagency coop-
eration.ll

Figure 1: Constraints faced by farmers surveyed in Kebbi and Adamawa sfafes
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Farmers pointed to the absence of government support as the primary problem.

Local governments are not having an impact with small-scale farmers because

they are narrowly engaged in distributing subsidized ferlilizers and providing land

for agricultural programmes. The services outlined in the national agricultural policy

are not being delivered due to limited funding and staff capacity, as well as embez-

zlement.l2 The federal government's Anchor Borrowers Scheme has been criti-

cized for registering fictitious farmers. And in Adamawa, smallholder farmers indi-

cated they are unable to access governmental hiring facilities because those ser-

vices end up being reserved for privileged farmers.l3 Throughout Nigeria, the main

reason that smallholder farmers are not as productive as they could be is the lack

of government commitment at all levels to implement the right policies.la

Losing crops to climate change

Climate change has brought additional uncertainty and risk to Nigeria's largely

small-scale food system. As of 2015, Nigeria was ranked as the world's fourth most

vulnerable country to climate change.15 ln 2012 during severe flooding in Nigeria,

2.3 million people were displaced, over 360 perished, and hundreds of thousands

of houses were destroyed or damaged. The total damage caused by the disaster
amounted to $16.9 biliion.16 The country's food supply is highly vulnerable to such

extrernes in precipitation as the popuiation deoends heavily onr rain-fed agricul-

ture.l7 The expanding desert beit along with defcrestation have reduceC ih*
anrour:t cf land availabie {cr farnninqi'r, and cieciine i;-l rainfall at a rate cf 3 i.r"1
pereeni per decade has negativeiy impactei crop yieid;. A shcrtening cf tne i'e:'r'

seasoil meens fewer cpnci-iuntties far p!ariting, and the iec< cf slor^age faclirir*-r

has i"esulte in post-harvs-.i icss*: cf u:; tr,r 4* pt;lcorit.l? Ctimate change;uu',
Cecrease Niger"ia's eccncm,c pr:oiucii"'i:y'L..; u; i,: l'l perceni by 2i)2'r,3nl Lli- :l
3il pelcent by 2051.:r Agricuiti.ir"ai pr-ocluci"iv*y is projeciel to ciect:ne r,'r"iw i:2i
pencer":t by ZOaU, anC brr 50 oercert li-i son'le northern reqic:ns.:i
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A similar picture emerges in Kebbi and Adamawa states, where about half of farm-
ers spoke of declining harvest, cultivated area, and production yields22 due to cli-
mate variability and extreme weather events.23 Farmers are losing livestock, crops
and vegetables are washed away in flooding, and fish do not survive in warmer
temperatures. Drought and windstorms are also causing produce losses. such as
potatoes. This signifies a loss of livelihood for these farmers.

Farmers need support to understand which ciimate change aciaptations might heip

ihem. About 40 percent of farmers were not adapting their farming practices in

response to weather extremes, and 75 percent were relying on prayers and rttuais

as one of their solutions (see Figure 2).

Fiqure 2: Adaptation strateqies of farmers in Kebbi and Adamawa sfafes
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Women and men farmers alike are experiencing losses regardless of which crops
they produce. Women vegetable farmers in the Tarasa community of Kebbi state
report that reduced rainfall has reduced output from 2.5 baskets of tomatoes to
only 1 basket. Male grain farmers in the same community report that rainfall was a

natuiai l-,:jt prevention, and the reduced rainy Season of 6 months to about 4

months results in a proliferation of worms, birds, and insects cutting rice and millet
harvest in half. A woman farmer in Adamawa state reported that due to flooding
she lost about 2 hectares of rice that was ready for harvesting, another group of
farmers reported a loss of 2,000 fish, and others have lost pigs and turkey to un-

expected heat waves.

Women farmers need extra support

The majority of Nigerian households are involved in agriculture, and this includes
a similar share of female and male headed households.2a Women farmers make
up 40 percent of food production across the countries of Nigeria, Ethiopia, Malawi,

Niger, Nigeria, Tanzania, and Uganda. Comparatively in Nigeria, women make up

eZ percent of farmers, and 51 percent in the south of the country.25 ln most com-
munities in Kebbi state, women are prohibited by their husbands to farm, or not

allowed to interact with officials to collect farm inputs, l6aving men to channel those

inputs to their own farms. Women often have poor access to irrigation services

because they chose a remote location for farming without being informed about

irrigation facilities, or because cultural norms dictate that their domestic and farm-

ingwork be less visible to the public Under the Anchor Borrowers Scheme of the
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Central Bank of Nigeria, 100 farmers received pumps, fertilizer, seedlings, and
financing, but these subsidies were largely provided to male farmers. Launched in
2015, the national program is meant to create a linkage between large-scale
agricu ltural processing compan ies and smal I holder farmers.'

The difficulties that women farmers face in accessing resources and support is brought
to light by the story of Safiya Marafa, who participated in theAnchor Borrowers Scheme
in Kebbi State. As of 2016, Safiyya was one of few women among tens of thousands of
rice farmers in Kebbi State" who received farming inputs provided by this program -

such as seeds, water pumps, fertilizer, and loans. Following the death of her husband,
Safiyya was faced with farming land in a community where women are significantly
underespresented and do not usually inherit property. She had no access to weather
information services. Women in her position are less likely to benefit from programs
that provide farming inputs and support. But as a result of receiving advice from
extension workers to practice crop rotation, Safiya participated in the Central Bank
program, repaid her loan ahead of all the men in the program, and doubled the amount
of land she culivates. Her household's nutrition improved significantly, and in exchange
for labor she provided food to otherwomen farmers who aren't able to access land and
government support. Safiya believes that other women farmers will benefit if the
government is able to compensate farmers for produce in a timely manner, provide
fertilizer at a reduced rate, and improve the road for market access.



2 A SHORTFALL IN
RESOURCES

Nigeria has no shortage of policies in place that could theoretically support small

scale farmers, but implementation has not reached them. The country's Vision
20.20 is a roadmap for economic diversification, aiming to lessen the government's

dependence on the oil sector for revenue, increase agriculture's competitiveness,
and stimulate manufacturing to support the agricultural sector. One key example
of flawed execution of these plans is the fact that irrigation is not reaching small-
holders. To mitigate the impact of climate change and reduce reliance on rainfall,
one government objective is to initiate massive irrigation schemes. Yet there has

been minimal effort to track the expansion of irrigation services, and storage and
processing facilities are lacking, resulting in significant post-harvest losses. This is
but one example of an area of government support that could help transform Nige-
ria's agricultural sector to move smallholder farmers toward self-sufficiency.

ln response to climate change, the National Agricultural Resilience Framework
(NARF) aims to provide capacity for risk management in agriculture, introduce
drought tolerant crops, subsidies for water pumps and alternative energy sources,
affordable insurance options, and nutritional interventions for women and children.
The agricultural ministry's involvement in climate change adaptation is primarily in

construction of mini dams for water harvesting and training farmers to practice con-
servation agriculture, minimal tillage, and other techniques. While the program

specifies ownership of motorized pumps by women farmers, a major barrier is that

some projects have not been funded. The involvement of farmers in policy and

budgeting decisions has been circumspect in the past, although recently non-gov-
ernmental and private sector stakeholders have been given the opportunity to com-
ment on proposals by governmental bodies during the budgeting process.

Low overall investment in agriculture and climate change adaption

While investment in agriculture is expected to be 11 times more effective at reduc-
ing poverty in Africa than investment in other sectors2s, Nigeria's agricultural spend-
ing is falling short. Despite its commitment to the Maputo Declaration's benchmark
of 10 percent investment in agriculture, on average Nigeria allocated 1.9 percent
per year to agriculture during 2010-2015, ending in a low of 0.9 percent.2e The

country's average allocation to agriculture fell below allocations to the education
sector, at 9.5 percent, and health sector, at 5.4 percent (see Figure 3).30 The situ-

ation is more dire when looking at expenditure as a proportion of GDP, with agri-
culture receiving an average of 0.1 percent during this period. Sluggish growth in
agriculture points to a lack of transformation in the sector and the limited value the

sector brings to the overall economy. Agriculture contributed only 8.5 percent to
the country's growth during 2010-2015, compared to higher rates in manufacturing
(20.5 percent) and services (14.9 percent).



Figure 3: Agricultural Share of Budget Compared to Other Secfors 2010-201 5
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Financing to support climate change adaptation is also drastically below expecta-
tions. The funding needed for both adapt to and mitigate climate change is esti-
mated by the country's environment ministry at $10 billion per year through 2030.31
But as of May 2017 , Nigeria has received only USD 15 million in funding from mul-
tilateral institutions for climate change adaptation.32 Nigeria's population size is
about equal to the combined populations of the six countries receiving the largest
share of multilateral climate adaptation funding-Niger, Tanzania, Mozambique,
Zambia, Mali, and Uganda. Yet these countries have received a combined 47 times
the amount of finance for adaptation as the population of Nigeria (see Figure 4).33
34

Nigeria has not benefitted from multilateral climate funding because it has not
established a sufficient institutional framework to access this funding. The
environment ministry's climate change department is designated to approve
funding, which is important for alignment with Nigeria's development priorities,
but the department cannot receive funds directly. The agriculture rninistry handles
adaptation issues while the environment ministry handles mitigation issues, but
climate change is generally not well integrated across all ministry policies, for
example transportation and housinE.



Figure 4: Population size of six African countries receiving largest share of multi-
lateral climate adaptation funding, compared to Nigeria
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lnternational aid that Nigeria receives for agriculture declined significantly during

2012 and 2013, but then jumped by 5 times in 2015.35 The country's agriculture
and water budgets each received about 1 percent of aid in 2014-2015, significantly
behind aid invested in health (68 percent) and education (19 percent).36 Agricultural
aid averaged about 13 percent of total aid during 2007-2015.37 The southwest of
Nigeria received 15 times the aid that was disbursed to the northeast, a region that

ranks lower on human development indices.3s

To curb donor-driven aid that was not aligning with national priorities, Nigeria es-

tablished an aid tracking database and a requirement for donors to consult the

budget and planning office for needs assessments. However, staff turnover in do-

nor tountry offices prevents timely data input, donors complain that data is not

being used, conflicting interests arise between ministries, and not all donors chan-

nel their interventions through the database. There are also diserepancies with in-

ternational tracking platforms. About 400 projects were recorded in the national

database in2O153e, while about 1800 active projects were reported in the lnterna-

tional Aid Transparency lnitiative in 2017.a0

lnvestments not reaching small'scale farmers

Farmer surveys in Kebbi and Adamawa states confirmed that small-scale farmers

are not receiving enough government support, or the type of support that they

need, to access key agricultural inputs and overcome the extremes in precipitation

brought about by climate change. There is a clear disconnect between policy in-

tention and the services that farmers are actually receiving. Specific to coping with

the impacts of climate change, about 69 percent of farmers surveyed had not re-

ceived support, Some of the Support received was Fon-governmental, and more

male than female farmers had benefited.al

lnterventions that could transform the lives of farmers are being passed over in

favour of large infrastructure projects and research initiatives. Half of agricultural

funding goes toward capital projects-and a significant proportion of this goes to

around 4b training and research institutions. Capitalfunding and research targeted

t



at irrigation and crop development could potentially have a positive effect on the
lives of small-scale and women farmers, but governments need to ensure that re-
search findings are translated into actions that have an impact on their lives. Fund-
ing is also skewed away from areas with higher incidences of poverty.a2

Policy instability and corruption are among the primary challenges facing the Nige-
rian government. Abrupt changes in government leadership and policies impede
the implementation of agricultural policies. A high rate of turnover in programmes
and personnel has also prevented accountability, and willful violation of policies is
commonplace. lnternationally, the Nigerian public sector is perceived to have a
high rate of corruption,a3 a perception that is shared by small-scale farmers. Some
farmers in Kebbi and Adamawa believe that some opportunities of government as-
sistance in the agricultural sector are acquired by government officials, politicians,
and their family members. Hiring facilities favor influential farmers and public offi-
cials, and fictitious farmers have been known to register for the government's sup-
port scheme. lnvesting in agriculture has been identified as a route to reducing
opportunities for embezzlement, given the network of corruption that is closely tied
to government revenue from the oil sector.aa
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3 HARNESSING THE
PRIVATE SECTOR

Nigeria has a number of public-private initiatives, two of which are described below'

tfrit witlr improvements could benefit small-scale farmers.

LAKE Rice lnitiative
The Lagos-Kebbi (LAKE) Rice lnitiative was established in 2016 to strengthen food

production, p,o.".,ing, and distribution in a key commodity, and to develop the

IgiL;itrrri potential Ji g," states of Lagos and Kebbi. The initiative is a unique

partnership between a private milling company and the two states, which were

;;ilresponsible for processing ricJand engaging directly with farmers' As part

of the LAKE Rice initiative, the company purchaies rice from farmers and supple-

ments from local markets. The demand for rice is strong enough that down pay-

ments are made for rice prior to harvesting' Farmers are provided with seeds' fer-

tilizers, and pesticides as loans that are paid back in produce' Both the company

and the government of Kebbi provide extension Services, weather information' and

monitoriig, through agents that visit large farming communities.

LAKE Rice is a widely lauded initiative throughout Nigeria for its potential to build

food security, expand employment, and distribute income throughout the rice value

chain.aS The initiative has greatly expanded the area of land under cultivation due

to expanded support to faims 
"ltrotirtl"0 

at different levels in the state. Farmers

that are intended beneficiaries revealed that credit did not reach them at the right

time, which negatively impacted some farmers' production, especially in light of

losses due to loooin+ off,"1. farmers found that the credit cycle was too sh.ort and

didn,t take into a"coJnt losses they incurred. since the company selected only a

limited number of farmers to work with them, farmers ended up sharing credit

amongst them, which reduced its impact'

From the perspective of the private milling company, the government's,policy on

rice importation changes from one day to tie next, and needs to be stabilized' The

water basin autho.t,i"f 
"ut"s 

water fiom a dam in another state that unexpectedly

floods farmlands in kebbi state, which could be avoided through better communi-

cation with communities. Through some efforts have been made to monitor seed

production companies and enfoice accreditation, more effort is needed to ensure

standardization of seeds and to also provide support to farmers who are currently

reducing quality oy mixing grains. Finally, the government needs to identify genuine

farmers, to reduce the diveision of resources to non-farmers

of the 5700 farmers engaEed by the private miliing company, a.bout 12 percent are

femaie farrners. Uue toiuttural norrns in nnost Kebbi communitles, women are prci-

hibited from farrning land direcily, except if they are divorced or widowed' and thus

rnost wornen trr* 6y pnoxy ttrrough their husbands,'brothers, or childrerr' Despitt

the cultural barriers inat remate farmers face, they were foulnd tc pay back loans

faster and to be nlone efficient in pianting, and could benefit frorn two loan cyci:s

in a single Planting season,a5



Growth Enhancement Support Scheme (GESS)

Through the agriculture ministry's Growth Enhancement support Scheme (GESS),
three local governments in Kebbi state are working to move impoverished farmers
from subsistence production to market production. The program is part of the coun-
try's Agricultural Transformation Agenda (ATA)aimed at making Nigeria's agricul-
ture globally competitive, generate jobs, and reduce reliance on food imports. Es-
tablished in response to the high price of ferlilizer, which was of substandard quality
and often ineffective the GESS provides affordable fertilizer to farmers via mobile
phone vouchers. The program is designed to shift the government's role away from
direct procurement and distribution and toward facilitating procurernent, regulating
fertilizer quality, and driving involvement of the private sector. Between 2011 and
2014, an estimated 12Io 14 million farmers received subsidies, and farmers wit-
nessed significant improvements in yields, estimated at 40-50 bags of rice per hec-
tare as opposed to the previous 25 bags from the same plot size. Extension agents
interviewed by Oxfam confirmed that g8 percent of farmers use inputs effectively
and have seen increased farm outputs.aT

Farmers in Kebbi identified a number of constraints in the program that could be
addressed to better support farmers. Most critical is that fertilizer has been distrib-
uted very late - after the planting season instead of when it is needed. Overall,
public funding is needed to support access to farming inputs and other forms of
support. ldeally, financial support would be in the form of credit instead of subsidy-
farmers with whom Oxfam collaborates in Nigeria favor credit because it doesn't
create as much financial dependency. But in the context of programs that only pro-
vide subsidies, farmers indicate they need an increased discount on farming inputs
to succeed, from the current 50 percent to 75 percent. Lack of communication be-
tween farmers and extension agents can jeopardize farmers' access to these ser-
vices, particularly when mobile phones are misplaced or when the internet network
fails. Farmers who cannot afford a mobile phone are barred entirely from register-
ing for these subsidies. A large number of farmers are excluded from participating,
and this could be fixed by consulting local village and district leadership to identify
genuine farmers.as



4 RECOMMENDATIONS

lnvestment in agriculture remains well below the Nigerian government's commit-

ment to the Maputo Declaration, and resources for climate change adaptation..are

significantly lower than the amounts delivered to other African countries' The little

funding allocated to tf'e agricultural sector is not focused on food production by

small-scale farmers, *6o Jr" in need of basic inputs and adaptation strategies to

help the country transiorm its agricultural system toward food security' Nigeria has

found some .r"""r. *ith public-private partnerships expanding access to markets

and delivering fertilizer and other inputs, and these investments need to be made

more responiive to the needs of small-scale farmers'

Recommendation 1: lncrease fund for agriculture and climate change

adaptation

ln line with its commitment to the Maputo Declaration, the Nigerian government

should increase tp"nOing in the agricultural sector to at least 10 percent of the

national budget. As a maiter of urgency, the government in partnership with donors

should work towarO nooiting dedlcated'climlte adaptation funds in the agricultural

sectortomatchinvestmentsinotherAfricancountries.

To support the expansion of investment, the government's finance tracking system

should be improved to assess achievementi of targets in agriculture and climate

change adaptation, to promote greater transparency, and use of the system should

be mandatory for all donors.

While investments in infrastructure and agricultural research are potentially bene-

ficialto farmers, tne goveinment should demonstrate direct applicability and bene-

fits to small-scale ,id *or"n farmers, including translation of research findings

into actions that have an impact on their lives'

Recommendation 2: Redirect funding to smallholder farmers

The government should redirect investments to align with the needs of smallholder

farmers, especially women farmers who face additional constraints in accessing

agricultural inputs Lnd extension services. The government should break down ex-

[ii"g prtGrns of misappropriation of funds and work toward greater transparency

in budgeting and policy processes, ensuring that the voices and needs of small

scale firmers are reflected in decision making'

Farmersneedsupporttoamelioratethehighcostoffertilizers,machinery,water
pumps, and other r"rorr"".. Farmers whJaccess inputs through credit are able

to achieve more economic independence, especially when they are setting funds

aside througn rrring. gtorpt. Regular information on precipitation, temperature'

and extreme weathe"r eients broadcast via media and in local languages will help

farmers to avoid .iop roti"t and to adapt to climate.rchange' To relieve small scale

farmers of the burden of finding markets for their produce, especially now that farm-

ers need to sell otr proOu"" qJi.rty due to unpredictable weather' the government

and private sectoi inouro work together to provide a ready market' including im-

mediate purchase after harvest ano bearing the cost of storage and marketing

Farmers should receive training on strategi& to adapt to climate change' 3s 'n€

as toans ano insu-rli;;;"ii;d that factoi in losses from extreme events suct as

flooding.



Given the heightened performance of women farmers repaying loans and usingfarming inputs efficiently, combined with an acute disadvaniage ii accessing inputs
and vulnerability to.climate change, government intervention! should be dJsigned
to prioritize female beneficiaries. First steps could be to assign a minimum be"nch-
mark of services to women farmers and to report on the number of women and
men receiving bene_fits. For example, in the context of new funds released for the
Anchor Borrowers Scheme in October 2017, the government should collect data
on how many women farmers are receiving these Senefits.ae Rs a seconoriv-piio"
ity, the government could then establish a database of women,s groups under'each
agricultural value chain.

Recommendation 3: Enact policies to scate up private sector involvement

Programs that have demonstrated success in enhancing food production and
providing a ready market for products, such as LAKE Rice and the GESS, should
be sustained and improved to support smallholder farmers. These programs
should consider conducting a needs assessment that draws on the input of
farmer groups and community leaders. Rather than uniform services, farmers
should receive what they need-some farmers require fertilizer while others in
lowland areas are in need of other services. The credit cycle should be extended,
due to losses incurred by farmers during the planting season, and the timing of
inputs should be delivered in line with farmers' planting needs. The government
should institute a better screening process to ensure that farming inputs and
financial support are being received by actual farmers. The government should
also improve infrastructure for transporting products to larger markets and
stabilize policies on food importation to instil confidence infarmers, investors, and
markets.
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